
Orientation of Student Societies 

  

A balanced and successful institution is not just formed by the students who listen to the professors 

and the books that they study, it is formed by the standards of the platforms provided by the 

institution for its students to succeed and excel in the bigger examination of life.  

With a view to provide an insight to the students about such platforms, a 'Common Orientation 

Session' was organized by the Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of the College. It was a three day 

event wherein all the College societies introduced the students  to their respective goals and what 

they as an institution have to offer to the students. The Vice Principal Dr. Sangeeta Dodrejka and 

convenors of various societies along with students attended the event.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The event began with a brief introduction about IQAC, it's working, objectives, and achievements. 

Amidst the jam packed auditorium the newly formed consultancy society- 180 DC inspired the 

prospective consultants. It was followed by the energetic introduction to the world of facts and words 

by the debating society, Crosswords. To understand the importance of identifying problems around 

us and finding sustainable solutions, the social entrepreneurship society Enactus presented their 

numerous working projects ( project Tabeer, Book a plant, kashti ). Adding to the entrepreneurial 

spirit, Entrepreneurship Development Cell gave a highlight of their workings and events as well.  

The Finance and Investment Cell opened a new portal into the world of stock markets for all the 

calculative minds in the audience. While all these societies showcased a modern approach towards 

traditional problems, Infinity - the tech society emphasized on the importance of technology in the 

21st century.   

The heart and soul of the SGGSCC societies, Folking Desi - the bhangra society showed their vibrant 

videos and declared the registration open, the same can be said for Misba- the western dance society 

who showcased their talent with a brilliant performance. The freshers really enjoyed their 

performances. While the International Cell discussed about overseas education, Ivogue- fashion 

society intrigued the audience with their performance. Manchtantra- the Dramatics Society  touched 

the hearts of the audience by their brilliant show. 



The final day witnessed numerous social service societies such as NSS ( National Service Scheme), 

Jaagriti- the enabling unit, Rotaract Club talking about the contribution we, together can make 

towards the society. There were cultural performances by the Raunaqans- the Gidda society and the 

Khalsa Warriors. The mystical world of poetry was portrayed by Meraki- the literary society whereas 

for all the inquisitive minds, there was Quest- the quizzing society and their brainstorming session.   

Talking about the professional world, the Training and Placement Cell talked about their working, 

placement records, and the way they work. Afterwards the fine arts society Virtuoso spread the 

essence of art which was really appreciated by all.  

This concluded the societies orientation. The IQAC was proud as it could achieve its mission of 

raising a platform for a two-way flow of information for the students. The event was a huge success. 


